Ice hockey fans will pull on their skates and gear up for this Who HQ title about the Stanley Cup Finals—the National Hockey League's championship games. Out of the thirty-two pro hockey teams that compete, only one can call itself the champion and proudly hoist up the Stanley Cup—the oldest sports trophy in the world.

The father of Russian hockey, Anatoli Tarasov, wrote to Percival: "Your wonderful book which introduced us to the mysteries of Canadian hockey, I have read like a schoolboy..." Some of these hockey books are memoirs from a player’s perspective and some of them will teach you how to be a better hockey player or coach. This book follows the 1980 Miracle on Ice from start to finish and will leave you inspired when you learn about the dedication, sacrifice, and commitment that the members of the 1980 Men’s USA Olympic Hockey Team gave to their teammates all for an unknown, long shot "what-if" pipe dream. What makes ice hockey so enduringly fascinating to its legions of fans? I think certainly it's the speed. Early skates took you twice or three times as fast as you could run. The book is about a young boy who lives in a small Quebec town, where they never hear or speak English, whose mother orders him a hockey sweater from a catalogue Eaton's catalogue was famous in Canada for most of the 20th century. The mother inadvertently orders the wrong team jersey. In fact, she orders the jersey of the English-speaking team. Get the best deal for Ice Hockey Books from the largest online selection at eBay.com. Browse our daily deals for even more savings! Free shipping on many items! Blades on Ice: A Century of Professional Hockey by Goyens, Chrys. C $5.66. Hockey's Most Wanted By Floyd Conner Paperback Book 2002. Online shopping for Hockey - Sports & Outdoors from a great selection at Books Store. The Great Book of Ice Hockey: Interesting Facts and Sports Stories (Sports Trivia) (Volume 1). 104. #3. price$8.19. Hockey: The Math of the Game (Sports Math). 105. price$11.29.